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Taking the sting out of tax season: A reference
department/school of accountancy collaboration
C&RL News, March 2007
Vol. 68, No. 3
by Britt Fagerheim
Tax services have often been a contentious topic in libraries. How much and what kind of taxrelated information a librarian can provide is debated, bringing up questions of ethics and
legality.1 Through a partnership with the College of Business School of Accountancy, the
Merrill-Cazier Library at Utah State University (USU) has been able to take a proactive role in
providing tax services in the library, to the benefit of library users, librarians, and business
students. The bridge between the library and the School of Accountancy is the VITA program
(Volunteer Income Tax Assistance), which assists the community with completing and filing
federal and state tax forms.
VITA program
VITA, a federal program, provides tax assistance to low-income individuals, individuals with
disabilities, non-English-speaking taxpayers, and the elderly, who might otherwise not have
access to tax preparation information.2 Trained volunteers assist community members with
preparing basic income tax returns. VITA centers for tax assistance are usually found in schools,
libraries, neighborhood centers, and shopping centers. Many places now also offer free electronic
filing.
The VITA program at USU is administered by the local chapter of the Beta Alpha Psi National
Accounting Honor Society. Accounting students at USU who are accepted as volunteers in the
program undergo extensive training before beginning their work with the community. Students
have typically completed several accounting classes in their course of study and must complete a
test before they begin their volunteer service. The role of accounting students in VITA programs
located at or near colleges is not unique.3 However, through the partnership between the library
and the accounting department, the library is able to offer additional services to complement the
VITA program and take some of the burden off the reference staff.
VITA/library partnership
The VITA program has traditionally been located in the Merrill Library at USU. Since 1994, the
library has hired student tax assistants to help with the tax services. The tax assistants are
students currently enrolled in the accounting program; referrals have come from the VITA
advisor and past student assistants. The tax assistant is hired by the reference department, with
the charge of distributing and organizing federal and state (Utah and Idaho) tax forms, helping
patrons choose the correct forms, answering questions about the forms, and helping patrons to

prepare to work with VITA.
Helping international students choose the correct forms is also a key service. The tax assistant
also serves as a liaison between the reference department and VITA. Funding is provided from
the library reference budget.
As the library prepared for a move to a new building in the fall of 2005, the VITA program
moved to a computer-equipped room in the business building. The tax forms and library tax
assistant have remained in the library. The library tax assistants have served as a bridge between
the service of offering tax forms by the library and the VITA program. The two students
employed as library tax assistants in 2006 also worked as VITA volunteers, and were therefore
able to answer questions about VITA and refer people to the program when necessary.
The joint library/VITA program has received extensive advertising from the student newspaper,
the Utah Statesman, as well as through bookmarks, flyers, Web pages, and posters. Reporters at
the Utah Statesman have conducted interviews with the library tax assistants and VITA
volunteers and published articles about the program. In addition, the director of USU media
relations has, at times, sent out the story to local media outlets.
The free tax forms are ordered from federal and state agencies. Federal forms are ordered from
the Internal Revenue Service; these forms are available in preset packages, with additional forms
available by request. Because USU is located near the Idaho border, and many USU students are
from Idaho, the library provides state forms for both Idaho and Utah.
The emergence of electronic forms
Despite the emergence of electronic tax forms and electronic filing, we have seen a continued
demand from the public for print forms. There are very few locations in the area offering tax
forms. The federal instruction books are especially sought-after. For the Utah forms, the
instructions and the form are together in one book. However, the library tax service has evolved
due to the advent of electronic forms. For example, we have ceased to order binders of
reproducible forms in favor of using the printable online forms.
Benefits of the program
In addition to the assistance provided to individuals needing help filling out their tax forms, the
accounting students and reference librarians find benefits in the program.
Accounting students gain valuable experience working with the community and putting their
education and tax skills in practice. During the past year, the librarian coordinating the tax
service in the library served as a reference for one of the library tax assistants when she applied
for a summer internship.
For reference librarians, the library tax assistant program and the VITA program both provide
frontline librarians with a convenient service to refer patrons to for their tax questions. In the
case of the library tax assistant and the tax forms, the service is located in the library, and
therefore patrons can be taken directly to the room where this service is offered. Locating tax
assistance away from the reference desk takes pressure off the reference staff. They no longer

need to explain why they cannot offer tax assistance or try to offer assistance to patrons in an
area in which they are not necessarily well qualified. A Web page hosted on the library Web site
provides information to both patrons and reference staff, with hours the service is available, links
to online forms, and periodic updates. The page is featured as a link from the library homepage
from mid-January to mid-April.
Conclusion
For an academic library, services available in the academic community or the library, such as
VITA, provide opportunities for collaboration to serve patrons.
As a student tax assistant stated, “I felt I gained a deeper understanding as I helped others while
taking my tax class and doing VITA . . . The people that knew about it were very grateful for the
help.” The benefits of the collaboration are seen by librarians, patrons, and students.
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